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If you follow opinion pieces on climate change you quickly recognize a pattern that appears over and
over: Tom Harris will lie and Russell Cook will show up to be his pit bull when Harris is challenged.
We recently were privileged to observe this tag-team at work in the Duluth News Tribune.

Tom Harris, if you aren't familiar with him, is a paid shill of the fossil fuel industry and it's his job to
place anti-science pieces in as many news media outlets as possible in a campaign to undermine
climate science. Harris has a long resume of association with the fossil fuel and tobacco industries,
which he tries to hide, but the Internet doesn't forget and his track record is well documented. You
can read about Harris and his record at TomHarrisPaidShill.

Harris placed one of his misinformation pieces in the Duluth New Tribune, a news media that is an
unfortunately friendly place for the anti-science crowd. In this letter to the editor, Harris proposed that
scientific theories are nothing more than opinions. Interestingly enough, the original letter has
disappeared but was at this link here (in case it reappears at some future time). You can read the
response Terry and I made here.

If you read our response, you'll be able to see just how fraudulent Harris' claims are and readers
responded accordingly. Here is one response. Sure enough, when Harris was challenged, he ran and
called in Russell Cook to do one of his attack pieces. Read it here. In case it also disappears, I've
made a copy of it for future reference.

Russell Cook is a hatchet-man for the Heartland Institute who gets paid thousands of dollars to

Russell Cook Deceives Again I am now accepting guest submissions. Email
submissions to DOGW.email@gmail.com.
Check here for rules and guidelines:
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A work of literary fiction by Christopher Keating
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1.  Lie about what? Harris routinely refers to climate assessments from skeptic climate scientists, and what climatology expertise does Keating have to prove such skeptics lie about their science-based assertions
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2.  Hardly. Tom Harris writes op-eds and letters-to-the-editor that I am totally unaware of, but he has alerted me via email to a few where he knows I would have some fun challenging his critics to prove he or others are paid by 'Big Coal & Oil' to lie.
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3.  Two words: prove it. Keating has yet to produce an iota of evidence proving 'money paid' came under any instructions from anybody on what, when, where, and how to knowingly lie.
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4.  Harris often refers to science-based assessments from skeptic climate scientists who in turn cite peer-reviewed material published in science journals to make their case. Exactly what is anti-science about that?
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5.  What campaign? What evidence exists naming the participants, their strategy meetings, and what happens if speakers such as Harris have material which does not meet the approval of fossil fuel executives?
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6.  "Associations" are worthless as evidence of corruption without proof that money was paid in exchange for material which all parties acknowledge is false, deceptive, etc.
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7.  And the page Keating links to contains zero evidence proving Harris is in any kind of conspiracy where he is paid to lie.
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Aside: I'd like to see Keating defend this statement in front of the entire staff of the Duluth News Tribune.
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9.  Harris did no such thing. The actual sequence of events happened as follows: Since I periodically look at Keating's blog as a matter of curiosity, I found his then-proposed 6/28/17 letter-to-the-editor (archived in original form here http://archive.is/Iid5o ), and I alerted a DNT editor to it as yet another potential opportunity to challenge people like Keating to prove their assertions. The editor replied to say Keating's publication of it at his blog violated the newspaper's requirement about having first-publication exclusivity to such pieces, and he asked Keating to delete his blog post, which Keating did. Before Keating's LTE reply to Harris was published, I saw another LTE critical of Harris at the DNT of a rather similar nature, which prompted me to write the letter Keating is referring to here. I did this entirely on my own with absolutely zero prompting from Tom Harris.
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10.  No, I'm not. They do know of my history of challenging letter writers and article commenters to show readers where the proof exists indicting skeptics of corporate corruption, and they sometimes suggest places where I can pose those challenges, but I receive no instructions on what to write.
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11.  I'm not paid a dime by anybody to do what I do. I have fully disclosed my strings-free grants from Heartland from the start of my blog:  http://gelbspanfiles.com/?cat=1
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8.  Keating's link DOESN'T go to the paper of record, the Duluth News Tribune's version of his letter-to-the-editor, which is at this link:  http://www.duluthnewstribune.com/opinion/readers-views/4294271-readers-view-climate-skeptics-hard-believe

Why? Because Keating's and his co-author's original version, which he DOES link to. contained unsubstantiated personal attacks against Tom Harris, which the DNT does not permit. Compare what appears at the DNT against what Keating originally proposed. After his LTE did appear online, Keating altered the introductory  paragraph about his LTE to what is seen here  http://dialoguesonglobalwarming.blogspot.com/2017/06/tom-harris-deceives-about-science.html , to mention its publication, albeit without a word of why he deleted the post for 10 days.



obsess over Ross Gelbspan. Gelbspan was an accomplished reporter and won the Pulitzer prize
while with the Boston Globe, but he has since retired. Today, he writes an occasional blog post. So,
Cook is either obsessed with a retired guy or a blogger. Take your pick. Either way, it doesn't reflect
well on Cook. My first run-in with Cook was several years ago when he made a poorly-disguised
threat on this blog to sue me if I didn't stop criticizing the Heartland Institute. I showed it to two
lawyers who both agreed it was an effort to intimidate me. He picked the wrong guy. I not only
laughed at him, but begged him to sue me. I still am. It would be so much fun to get him in court. He
quickly backed down and claims I over reacted. Again, two lawyers agreed with me.

One of Cook's traits in his attacks is to simply proclaim nothing is evidence until he says it is. If he
doesn't like the facts, he merely declares they aren't facts and moves on. In this way, he creates an
alternative universe where he's always right because he says so. For example, examine his latest
letter in the Duluth News Tribune in response to the letter of July 5th which criticized Tom Harris.

In the first line, Cook states, "Letters like the one July 5, "Don't believe climate deniers," that
describe cataclysmic-sounding situations as evidence of the certainty of man-caused global
warming..." Wait a minute. Go back to the July 5th letter and show me where the author describes
"cataclysmic-sounding situations" anywhere. The fact is, she doesn't. She references some events
that are actually occurring and suggests the deniers are creating an alternative universe (they're
good at that) that could be disastrous for us in "25 to 50 years." That's it. If she isn't making those
claims, then why is Cook? Maybe it's to attack the author of that letter and make it sound as if she
doesn't have any credibility. 

But, he continues with, "...are often livid at the mere mention of famous-name climatologists and
climate-denier organizations which doubt it." Wow! Twice in just the first line! Once again, the author
of that letter said NOTHING about being 'livid' and Cook provided NO climatologists who doubt it.
One of the things people like Cook hate is the fact that essentially every climate scientists in the
world who is active in the field acknowledges manmade climate change is real. This has been firmly
established by multiple studies, including by the deniers themselves. Read about it here. So, we
know why Cook didn't produce the names of any of these "famous-name climatologists." It's
because he can't. 

I think you probably already see the pattern of the Harris/Cook tag team. But, let's continue.

Cook goes on to claim there is no evidence that the fossil fuel industry has been funding the anti-
science community to protect it's profits.

Far worse, there's been no media revelations about Exxon or any other fossil-fuel
industry being caught with secret material proving it conspired with "industry-bought
scientists" to create and orchestrate a deception campaign where all agreed to spread
lies and fabricate reports to the public in order to save the profits of the industry.
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12.  My GelbspanFiles blog - which Keating cannot bring himself to link to here - dissects Gelbspan's role in the accusation that skeptic climate scientists are paid industry money to lie. Since Gelbspan is widely described as the 'discoverer' of this alleged corruption, astute readers will see this as a focus of mine, and certainly not any kind of unwarranted obsession.
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13.  If this is so, why is it that the Pulitzer organization itself, the final arbiter of who receives their prizes, does not acknowledge Gelbspan as a Pulitzer winner?  http://www.pulitzer.org/search/Gelbspan
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14.  As I described with screencaptures in my prior analysis of Keating  http://gelbspanfiles.com/?p=4936  , his very first reply to me struck me a so bizarre that my immediate response was to re-phrase my challenge in an entirely different manner to overcome any kind of perception problem he had about what the challenge was.
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15.  I never even mentioned the Heartland Institute in my very first comment at Keating's blog:  http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Keating-5-15-weirdness-1024x939.jpg
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16.  Again, my second-ever comment at Keating's blog was to rephrase the identical challenge to produce evidence proving skeptic climate scientists were paid to lie, and I politely but relentlessly posed this challenge, with apparently enough damaging effect that he chose to ban me from commenting there: http://gelbspanfiles.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Keating-delblacklist.jpgOne reason why he claimed he did this was my alleged personal attacks, but I'm confident readers will find no such thing within the entire history of my comments at his blog: https://www.google.com/search?q=site:dialoguesonglobalwarming.blogspot.com+%22russell+cook%22
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Aside:  Keating has never yet identified who these lawyers are or what type of law they practice.
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17.  Hardly. I demonstrate at considerably length at GelbspanFiles how particular narratives do not line up right, and how the 'corrupt skeptics' accusation falls apart no matter which angle it is viewed from. I leave it to readers' judgement about such problems.
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18.  "deniers of global climate change also support an "alternate reality," one that may well spell disaster for humans in the next 25 to 50 years" / "the imminent calving of the Larsen C ice shelf" / "continued loss of ice on the Greenland ice sheet" / "water flowing into Davis Strait and the Arctic Ocean, raising sea levels"When such events are described by global warming believers as potentially causing millions of refugees, that's the definition of cataclysm: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cataclysm
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19.  No, the objective was to set up how such letter writers are enraged when the science-based emotionless assessments from skeptic climate scientists undermine the alarmism of global warming believers, and that such believers often refuse to engage in reasoned, calm debate, but instead launch into emotion-laden personal attacks. Which is exactly what the letter writer did with zero evidence behind the accusation.
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Aside:  Letters-to-the-editor have word limitations. Whether Keating chooses to acknowledge it or not, climatologists exist who dispute the notion that human activity is the primary driver of what little global warming we've seen over the last 150 years.
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20.  Keating is of course guessing what my opinion is. The question of course is not whether humans have some effect over climate, it is entirely whether our activity is the primary driver of global warming. 
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21.  Keating's assertion here is acutely ironic, because my first-ever comment at his blog was in reference to the NIPCC Reports, which features numerous names of internationally recognized skeptic climate scientists, and as I mentioned in one of my GelbspanFiles posts  http://gelbspanfiles.com/?p=609 , my email address book reads like a “Who’s Who” list of skeptic scientists.  
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22.  Keating torpedoes his own assertion with my subsequent verbatime quote. Nobody denies that skeptic climate scientists have received some funds from industry people. Clear as day, I say there is no evidence proving the money bought lies as part of any explicit arrangement acknowledged by all parties as corrupt action.
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Really, Russell? Do you expect anyone to believe that? At least, anyone who isn't in your alternative
universe? Let's see, try reading this, this, this, this, this, this, this, this, and this. Just for starters.
And, by the way, this evidence includes internal documents from the Heartland Institute detailing
their efforts. These documents were so damaging Heartland threatened to sue anyone who posted
the documents and then, when they couldn't get them removed, changed strategies and claimed
they were fakes, despite the fact that they were received directly from Heartland. Additionally, word
analysis showed they came from the same source as other Heartland documents.

Of course, Cook will just tell you this isn't evidence. Welcome to his alternative universe.

Posted by Christopher Keating at 5:43 PM  
Labels: Fossil Fuels, Heartland Institute, Russell Cook, Tom Harris
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24.  No, the genuine leaked documents were utterly benign, devoid of any evidence of a conspiracy to lie, but the one fake memo had to be concocted in order to make a conspiracy mountain out of a boring mole hill. See: http://fakegate.org/study-gleick-forged-fakegate-memo/
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23.  What's the common thread among all those links? 'Deniers are funded.' What's missing at every one of those? Evidence that the funding was in exchange for specific lies that all parties know were lies designed to keep 'Big Coal & Oil' profitable.
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25.  The inexplicable appearance here is that Christopher Keating seemingly does not comprehend what the meaning of corrupt is: "having or showing a willingness to act dishonestly in return for money or personal gain."
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